EDUDENTINTERNATIONAL
AT THE GENEVA SMILE CENTER
— Geneva, Switzerland

Dr. Didier Dietschi received his DDM in 1984, his MD in 1989, his PhD in 2003 and his habilitation qualification (postdoctoral) in 2004, all from the University of Geneva, Switzerland. He is currently a senior lecturer at the university and an associate professor at Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio, U.S. Dr. Dietschi is in charge of anterior adhesive restorations and periodontal and implant surgery at the Geneva Smile Center.

The educational goal of the Geneva Smile Center and Edudentinternational teaching facility is to share long-term experience in and knowledge on conservative adhesive and esthetic dentistry with visiting dentists, helping them reach their full potential through comprehensive lectures and hands-on programs. The center provides an inspiring, comfortable and efficient setting with state-of-the-art audiovisual equipment, including ZEISS microscopes for each participant and a 4K-resolution demonstration system. Our vision is to inspire and guide dentists in developing confidence and proficiency to achieve excellent clinical results and enjoy a more satisfying and successful professional life.

Location
The Geneva Smile Center is located on Lake Geneva, Europe’s largest Alpine lake, near its landmark fountain. The main shopping area in Geneva is just a few minutes away from the center. The city is perfect for exploring on foot, but it is also convenient to visit the attractions by bike. Geneva, located in the French-speaking part of Switzerland, is a trendy paradise and a city of culture and art. It serves as the headquarters for the World Health Organization and the Palais des Nations houses the United Nations Office. Geneva is one of the greenest cities in Europe with 20 percent of it green areas, earning it the appellation “City of Parks”. It is close to some of the best ski areas in the Alps.

How to get there
The center is located seven kilometers from Geneva International Airport. It will take about 30 minutes to reach the center by taxi in good traffic conditions. An alternative is to take the No. 10 bus to the bus stop near Genève-Cornavin railway station (the stop is called “22-Cantons”), change to the No. 9 bus and get off at Place des Eaux-Vives. A good alternative is to travel by train. Trains arrive directly from Paris, Milan, Hamburg and Amsterdam several times daily. Most international trains have dining cars or a bistro, power outlets and a newspaper service, offering relaxed and comfortable travel.

What to see and do
Go skiing in the Alps. Chamonix and Mont Blanc are located 80 kilometers away. Megève, 70 kilometers away, originally conceived in the 1920s as a destination for the aristocracy, is a famous and fancy ski resort. A lake tour (www.keytours.ch) offers a wonderful way to discover Geneva. Explore the shops and antique dealers of Carouge, close to the city center, by day and its trendy bars by night. Visit the luxury boutiques along the rue
du Rhône to see timepieces of beauty and indulge at the master chocolatiers. Go on an outing to the village of Dardagny to walk among the vineyards and sample the local wines. Follow the story of the Geneva humanitarian movement by visiting the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Museum. Visit the Globe of Science and Innovation at CERN, the world’s largest laboratory for particle physics.

For more information, visit www.genevetourisme.ch.

Where to stay
The following hotels are all located close to the Geneva Smile Center and the town center:

Hôtel Les Armures, ideally located for you to discover the hidden treasures of Geneva’s Old Town, is an intimate luxury hotel with origins dating back to the 13th century.

www.hotel-les-armures.ch | TripAdvisor Certificate of Excellence | 5-star

Hôtel de la Cigogne, located between the Old Town and Lake Geneva, occupies a charming historic building and its accommodation is distinguished by luxury, elegance, comfort and artistry.

www.cigogne.ch | TripAdvisor Certificate of Excellence | 4-star

Hôtel Bernina, only a ten-minute walk from Lake Geneva, is located right by the central station and near the United Nations Office. The hotel opened in 1860 and was renovated in 2006. Its rooms enjoy lovely mountain views.

http://hotel-berchina-geneve.ch | 3-star

Where to eat
Le Patio, located close to Lake Geneva, has tasty, top-quality cuisine almost exclusively based on seafood and beef.

www.lepatio-restaurant.ch

La Finestra, a cozy restaurant in the Old Town serving delicious fare with an Italian flavor.

www.restaurant-lafinestra.ch

Bistrot du Bœuf Rouge, offering French and international cuisine, with excellent meat dishes, tasty wine and a variety of gluten-free options.

www.boeufrouge.ch

Living Room Bar & Kitchen, at the Ritz-Carlton hotel, provides healthy and seasonal fine dining all throughout the day with signature French and European dishes. Try the expansive breakfast menu.


Over 400 years old, Café du Soleil serves traditional Swiss cuisine—its Swiss cheese fondue comes highly recommended. Enjoy the restaurant’s gracious terrace close to the parish church of Petit-Saconnex.

www.cafedusoleil.ch